
Bunya Mts & District Amcom Inc.
Minutes of the General meeting held on the 3rd August 2013

At the MYCNC complex in Dalby..

The club President Ricky Lammas VK4NRL opened the meeting at 1000hrs and welcomed everyone and
thanked all for their attendance.

Present: - Neil Holmes VK4NF.Judy Holmes. Margaret Schwerin VK4AOE. Ricky Lammas VK4NRL. Reg
Kerslake VK4AQU. Beth Kerslake Peter Griffiths VK4POP. Ian Binns VK4NVF. Gary Bray
VK4GRB. Andreas Kellner VK4TH. Joe Manfred VK4FMAN.

Visitors. Paul Stratton VK4FADY. Theo Moller VK4ESK. Edith Moller.
Kerry Black VK4FKDB. Sharon Black. Andrew Chapman VK4JV.

Apologies. Albert Shelley.VK4POW. Rhys Shelley. VK4FRMS. Peter Cavallano VK4FGSD. Trevor Clement
VK4YH. Morris Vickery VK4FMLV. Grant Vickery VK4FADX. Rick Lloyd Jones VK4FRLJ.

Previous minutes. The minutes of the previous general meeting were circulated.
Moved Peter Griffiths VK4POP. Seconded Andy Kellner VK4TH that these minutes
be accepted as a true and accurate record. Carried.

Business arising. Foundation licence course and exams went well with two new licenced amateurs, Paul
Stratton VK4FADY and Grant Vickery VK4FADX. Kerry Black junior has deferred
sitting the exam, and Kerry Black Senior sat and passed his regs for the standard
licence. Next course/exams September 21,22. 2013. two possible candidates at this
stage. *0mt club nett controllers, August Andy VK4TH. September. Ricky VK4NRL.
October. Neil VK4NF. November. to be decided. December Reg VK4AQU.
We discussed next year's kirkleigh camp. and it was resolved that we go for the
weekend of the 28th 29th 30th March 2014. this camp being the 10th anniversary from
when we first started these camps, we discussed some extra activities for this camp,
things like a Coffee club for the Saturday arvo, some competition games for the
Saturday night (one suggestion, Minute to win it ) also have a perpetual trophy.

President's report. Ricky VK4NRL gave a brief verbal report, Not too much happening since the May
meeting, Repeater report will follow later, thanks to all for your patience as we deal
with the various issues with the repeaters and the IRLP and Echolink nodes.

Treasurer’s report: Neil VK4NF tabled the attached report and spoke about it
Neil explained that the report was dated to the 30th June and that there were no
transactions happen since then.
Neil also gave an overview of the minimum costs to run the club, (around the
$1,000 per year} and the need to look at raising club income.
Moved Neil VK4NF.seconded Reg VK4AQU that this
report be accepted. Carried.

Other reports.

Repeater. Ricky VK4NRL gave a verbal report, The repeaters have some problems, Andrew
VK4JV will be up at the repeater site next week and will check things out. also there
will be a working bee up on the mountain sometime in the coming weeks, the site
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operators are planning to upgrade the solar array up there and replace the batteries, and
we have been asked to assist with some man power to make these changes. The date
will be notified and anyone who is available to assist would be greatly appreciated.
Ricky also acknowledged and thanked Andrew VK4JV for supplying and installing
the new equipment now operating on Mt Kiangarow, The members also asked what
the status is with regard to the equipment, and Andrew has very generously agreed to
donate this equipment to the club to be used on the mountain. ALL members extended
their sincere thanks for this most valued assistance.
the IRLP nodes are operating well with the news now working fine, this needs to be
monitored for further problems, Ricky will now work on setting up the automatic call-
backs after the news.
the new 2mt repeater VK4RED & the CH 7 unit will be installed up on Karingal hill
when time permits.
Neil VK4NF brought to the attention of the members about a need for a few members
to volunteer to do some training on the equipment at the repeater site, so we have
others who can attend the site and determine faults as well as take action to sort same.
we have four persons who have put up the hand, Peter VK4POP, Ricky VK4NRL, Joe
VK4FMAN & Kerry VK4FKDB. also Neil pointed out to the members that running
the IRLP & ECHOLINK nodes is costing Ricky 4 to 5 cents an hour for power to
operate the gear, and that the users be encouraged to look and making a contribution
towards this cost.
Moved Ricky VK4NRL, Seconded Ian VK4NF, that this report be received. Carried

General Business: Fund raising was discussed at length and it was resolved that we look at more sausage
sizzles, with an offer from Paul VK4XADY to organise setting up outside his Work
venue, Supercheap Auto. We should also encourage donations, and place
sponsorships on the web site.
Kerry VK4FKDB has very generously offered to sponsor the club with a promotion of
his business on the club web site.
Ricky VK4NRL raised the suggestion that we should purchase a club gas bottle for use
with our BBQs and Sausage sizzles, and as Kerry VK4FKDB is in the business of gas
and gas bottles, has offered to donate a gas bottle to the club, many thanks Kerry.
the web site was discussed, and all thanks to Andy for looking after this for the club, it
was also suggested that a member profile page be set up for members to put their
profile up on the site, this is to be followed up.

Andy VK4TH also raised a question about part of the club constitution,
(clause 12 (1) (d) As it was too late to include this at the Annual Meeting, it was
resolved that an amendment be drafted, forwarded to members for consideration, then
be brought to a special general meeting to be held prior to the general meeting in
November.

The organising of club activities was discussed, and Neil VK4NFexpressed his
concerns about the same few persons doing the organising, and that he will be taking a
step backwards in the coming year. So he stressed to all members that they be
encouraged to step forward and take a roll in doing this, thus spreading the load,
Neil also recommended that different people take on the different activities.

There being no further business the meeting was closed by vice president Ricky VK4NRL at 1130hrshrs.
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